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1. Introduaction

The living cell is the basic physiologic u-it of life. Sone of th.e cad.:raj

features of being alive may be reveale- ty studying the properties of a cell be-

fore and after it has ceased living. One method ofte, used to tell a living fror.

a dead cell is based on the dyt-excluslon property. Dyes such as nigrosin,

trypan blue, and erythrocin B are excluded by calls that are living but stain

dead cells with vivid colors. The dead cll loses the ability to maintain itself

separate fror. its environment.

The ability to exclude sall molecules fro. livin; cells is not limited to

foreign molecules like these dyes. It applies to normal components of the cell

as well, only with a greater degree of subtlety, as in the case of the assymetrical

4distribution of K* and Na+ between cells and their environment. Chemically almost

indistinguishable, this pair of ions is sharply segregated by living cells, which

preferentially accumulate K* to a level many times higher than that in the external

medium and sustain a level of Na only a fraction of that found in the sane

external mediu.m.

The earliest interpretation of this phenomenon of assymetrical K and Na+

distribution of living cells was based on the assumption that the cell membrane

was absolutely impermeable to both K+ and Na (1, 2) In years following revisions

were made. First K*, and later Na+ , were recognized to be perMeant. After the

1940's, membrane impermeability as the basis of assymetrical solute distribution

was abandoned, largely in consequence of accurate and direct measurements of

solute permeability made possible by the development of radioactive labelling and

other techniques. There then remained two and only two possible interpretations

for the assymetrical solute distribution typified by K and Ne: the steady state

model in which the unequal distribution is due to continued operation of energy-

consuming membreme pumps; and the equilibrium model in which the inside of the

cell is consider different from that of the external medium and the accumulation

-. m
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of K and exclusion of Na reflect the different physicochen-ical attributesiof

these different environments.

A strong argument often cited in favor of the steady state model is based on

the ion-distribution pattern in giant algal cells such as Volonia macrophysa. Liv-

ing in sea water, which contains nearly 50 times more Na than K+ (3), these cells

may retain 3 times more K than Na+ (4). The bulk of X and Na+ in these algal

cells is found in the cell sap contained in the central vacuole. Since the cell

sap in fact contains little more than water and salt ions and is therefore nct

significantly different in this respect from sea wa
ter, clearly the maintained

assymetry of K* and Na+ distribution can only be due to active transport. This

is a flawless argument but offers no proof that other non-algal cells accumulate

K+ and exclude Na+ by the same mechanior. Indeed, giant algal cells with large

central vacuoles are not typical of other living cells at all. Possession of a

large central vacuole is only men in old plant cells; young plant cells as well

as most procaryotic and eucaryotic cells are "solid bodies" as pointed out.

E. B. Wilson in his treatise, The Cell (5).

2. Concepts of Active Solute Transport Based on the Hembrane-pump Theory

The majority of cell physiologists have adhered to the conventional membrane-

pump theory. Studies of epithelial transport have been built on the basic tenets

of the mmbrane-pump theory and hence epithelial solute transport and selective

solute accumulation and exclusion in "simpler" cells have been considered equiva-

lent, all due to membrane pumps. This approach has not taken full account of the

difference between unifacial solid cells typified by human red blood cells, frog

muscle and squid awn, and bifacial hollow cells typified by Valonia: (1) only

Valonia contains an enclosed body of simple aqueous solution; and (2) only in

Valonia is the a ond mbrane, the tonaplast, enclosing this internal

aqueous phase. Fifty years ago, Cmbers and I tfler (6) studied the omtic be-

halco h sltdcnra aul n hie ht h apatmmrn a
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quite adffegent pcopeztJs imo the outer plasma erww. Indeed the perfect

osmomter-like behavior of plent call was shown to be due primarily to the tono-

pleat an nt to the plasma sumraa.

at ceiwi, giant algal "Ils we not the only living call systins thet

amiuct set truwort of lows antDOW small molecules A e t' to1ier

aqueous phases ageinst cocetatongamts. mny pitheliltsusd h

see. Instad of the continuus protoplamc layer of Malnia It Is epitheliel

calls Joined together In continuous shets that eparate the tosimple aqueous

phases. Without exception, each of theme spithelial. cells is bifacial, possessing

two different suraces facing each of thme two aqueous media.

2.1 fte Prwood Vachanlee of the We Eft According to the Mabbrwe-pump

As pointed out by Ussing ad eaf (7, p. 7), "It Is the py aperties of

the outweard-f acing mumrene that wxe unsual, via., the selectivity for modium.

rather than potassium ad the absence of a sodium pm.U TM inward facing cell

mmbrane ..... can be asmed to be of the amm nature as the uodiua-potassiuw

ezchange pum of red cells, unscle and narve". This opinion clearly shines that in

the conventional view, epitheliel lb trawpor In the sam as in msat uifecial

uueaaePLthelal calls. But what kind of mechaenism, at least in theoretical taes,

Mea been proposed for theme Ma pumps? Itia answer Is clearly provided by Glynn

and NarlIsh (6). Covering literatue of a span of 23 years, theme authors began

their review on the eadium pum In these words, "The recent startling gzog of the

literature on the sodium pop my Omat re"view timely... if the great sass of

work that has been done had led to thme general acceptance, even ptiovisionally and

evnin outline, at a hypothesis econatin for the working of the pm we could

hav deewrIbed that bothesis ad than considered the evidae for It. twaor-

tanately se 001 hpothesis SULats.. ..

I believeR Oat the majoreauons behind the difficulty In proposing

seduis fur th apo x finlty rwintal assmtions Inluding thme



c--nce-,t of the lipid layer as the peraaility

2.2 The:ries cf Etithe:'e a ns:

A rr.;.-%er of theorie.s have !:eer. cf fered rel ating to d-f ferent as,-e~ts:

eplthelial transport. Wit,. tse *xce-,t.Or of the sketch of a theory COVnm-ucatedA

I..se- InI (see beI:-. a-l were base! c-. the nerane-puZflp theory.

2.. " ro er%:ran-e Ter~of Vzeoe -Jor rso and Ussing (9).

7'-.is ir.ry was tased on. the au.th.Drs' work wi.th isolated f rz;

S...r.. Fror electrical potentia: st.;i-es they reacred the c.)r.o.-;sior. that th~e

s-.rfa'., facir.: the o-.tside solu-tior. has a seectve h:.Na 4permea:ility and the

s-.rfae facir.: the inside has a selective hi=. v4 Pereazility. Accordin; 'tD

th.is well-kn~ohn 11tw: me-:6rane"l t-.e~r. t.e inr~r me--rarLe has essentiall,. the san.

pr:-erties reeri ir. rcs livi.: cels icAr;t .e pzssessio. of the Na-K p-ar~

in. tne fto- of F, Na-activated A7=ase. :t is the menbtrane facing the outside sclIu-

tior. that is unu-sujal and f..ncti4zns as the seat of tran~sport regujlatio. tr rou;t the

control of Na permea!bility.

2.2.2 The Standino Osrnotic Gradient Theor: of :~.:dand Bossert fl ).

Certain epithelial merlbranes like the gall bladder, intestinal

mucosa, and renal proximal tubule transport salt ions and water in the form of an

isotonic solution. Diamond and flossert suggested that this secretiorn of ar. iso-

tonic fluid is due to the punping of ions into the bottom of the spaces formed be-

tween the folds of the baso-lateral membrane of the epithelial cells. The hyper-

tonic solutions thus formed then draw water from the cell becomin; more di u-te and

eventually isotonic as the fluid moves outward toward the serosal 'Is!-a,.

2.2.3 Cereilide and Notunno's Theory of Pricullular P'ziy (11'

In this theory Cereijido and coworkers argued that the transport

of Na by frog skin Involves the migretion of Na4 along an array of fixed negative

sites on the outuidesurface of the -eithlial calls.

- - -
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2.2.4 1w no Gradient Nyjothasix of l~ar ad Amino Acid Trausport

Based on the ftscever that Instestial transport of V-glucome

*depends an the peec of Uk' in the mgoomal fluid (12, 13), rn 19V 439;

* 15) suggested that glucose, M* and a carrier form a ternary ceqiila In the mucosal

mmrane which then dissociates and delivers Me' 4 nd glucse. The Hea' gradient

from the mucosal fluid to the cell Interior provides the energy for the inward

transport of sugar. That vptake of amino acids by %nifaial. duck erythrocytes

and Ehrlich asci tea calls i bifecial kidney cells require Us* was known even

earlier (16, 17).* Schultz and Curran further elaborated thm He gradient hypothe-

sis to inlude transport of amino acids (3). Support for the Us-gradient hypo-

thesis eme from the study of sugat and amino add transport Into Isolated micro,

viLIU "vesicles". Them Isolated aicrowilli transiently tk up are sugar or

amino acids than in the surrounding madium, thereby exhibiting an 'overshoota, when

the sugar or amino mcid is aided ith a high cewirtor of but rat In the

1-sec of suga transport inhibitor, phlorldsin. (references; 'me below)

3. The Association-Induction Mzpthess

The bulk of cell ec and Na' in mat li1i" cells Is sot foodi In a separate

a qou phase, such as the cetral vacuole of Valonia, but Is found in the cyto-

plasm where proteins make up f F, 13 to 25% of the total weight. According to

the assocition-Inuctlon hypothesis (AX hypothesis) (19, 20), It is primarily

thm cell preteins which provide and maintain a different phyQLco-chemical environ-4

want In the cell, and It is this different physico-cmaical enviroment that

q~vs rise to the accemulatien of e' and anlusiona oftN(21). * Ue specifically,

tim AX hypvthesis argues that certain proteins provide a natwouk at matrix of

exeedplypeptids chains km e alternating positive 31a e gative CO groups

pblarims and orient the bulk of cell watat in the state of polarized mltilayers

(n, n), Water in thi state No faeeeg uslbllitW Mr sanutes with in-

fmnd"n seleolar sime wi esepiity. Wimeme sam smier ether pcoteins pvvIde

r- .- ~- 
-1. 
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andm V-carboxyl am~ for the selective adsorption of 1C over MNa (24).

Howve, both polarized wt (aid hane. w exclusion) and inadsorption (n

hence a ccumuation) depend an the existence of the Protin-water-on system i

a cooperative high energy state, called the living state. To maintain this living

state, adsorption of Al? (and other key mlecules )on certain controlling cardinal

sites is essential (21).

Recently, there have been major deveopmets in efforts aimed at choos~ng

betOMa the two dIVINtrically Opposed theories of the Living cells: the steady-

state mmranem p~-le* theory, aid the equilibrium Al hypothesis. Reserving a

detailed discussion of this altifaceted, comulex problem to a monograph in prepae.

tics end several more recent reviews (21, 25, 26), X shall very briefly discuss soaw

of these problems in reference to the criticims of ten cited against the AX hypoK-

thesis.

3.1 The Amout of Water of Hyration on Protein is Too Little to Sulport the

Contention of the Al Hypothesis That The Sulk of Cell Water is Different

Wtom Iborsal Liquid Water (27)

Ibost native proteins hydrate to the extent of 0.2 to 0.3 gm water/gram

of dry protein (23, 27). At thi rafte, no miore than 7 to 0% of the cell water coulc

be significantly affecte by the 15 to 29% of proteins found In most living cells.

However, recent swvms as weU as emperimental, studies revealed that the above

conclusion Is valid only when proteins are In the globular conformation (23, 28,

29). an the other hand, If for am reason or another the protein exists in an o-

tende couointi Icilng range polarization of mmany more water molecules occurs.

Water so affected has amsmaa properties, eg., reduced soloiliMty for Ha4, sugars,.

and smino, ad.deq in full ap~ wIth the AX hypothesis (29).

3.2 Strom &Sective Adsocytion of -m NorN HsIt Dean Daostrated

In Ilae rtInin wi"o(3)
~~= ~ ftv =~Miqmmtva selective X* bift UMg oVer Ha4 onto oe

isLaate ibi a*0. Me sa ved A~eme) Ma been OnamesftUly demntrafted
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in vitro by Matsui and coworkers (31, 32). Even more exciting is the finding of

£delmarn (33) who demonstrated selective acc-umletion of K over Na in frozen-

dried muscle sections in vitro, a su!Ject that w11 be dealt with in greater deti

below.

3.3 If Cell K Which Constitutes the bulk of Intracellular Cation, is in a

Adsorbed and Hence Osmotically Inactive Form, the Cell Would Not be

Able to Maintain Its Normal Volume (34, 35).

The linear polymer, polyethylene oxide (PEO), which carries no net

electric charge, polarizes water in deep layers. A dialysis bag containing PEO-

water shrinks in concentrated N-citrate solutions and swells In dilute N-citratt

solution in a manner similar to living cells when placed in hyper- or hy otonic

ysolutions, even though in the case of PEO-water system there is no semipermeable

membrane covering the polymer, the dialysis membrane being fully permeable to Na-

citrate (36). This illustrates the point that in the Ar hypothesis the reduction

of the activity of cell water is due primarily to its interaction with macro-

molecules, not with K

3.4 The Magnitude of the Cellular Resting Potential Demands That the Bulk

) of Cell K* Must be in a Free State (37).

Cellular resting potential has been shown to be Independent of intra-

cellular K* and external Cf1 concentration (19, 38, 39) thus contradicting the

wambrane potential theory of Bernstein (40, 41), the ionic theory of Hodgkin and

Katz (42) as wall as the electrogenic potential theory of Mullins and Noda (43,

44). n the other hand, the m data are in full quantitative agreement with

the theory of the cell resting potential as a marface adsorption potential accord-

-e ing to the AZ hypothesis (19, 25, 38, 39, 45, 46).

3.5 MobiUty of K in sld Amon end Pog Muscles ib-Clo.e to That of a

Oplulut.,,of Similwar Icuc Strensth with Sons Slow-down Due to mechanical

sSIRwIM (47. I).

-~ NO-
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K mo-1.1lity in healthy frog sartorius ouscle fiber is only 1/S of t'.M:

in a solution of 0.1 MKCL (49). Deterioration of the cells causes increases of

mobility approaching that of a dilute salt solution.

3.5 Using Ion-selective Intracell"zlar Electrodes, the K Activity in Nerve

and Riscle Cells is Close to That of a Sir'le KC1 Solution of Equal

Ionic Stren,th (50. 51).

The question of intracellular K activity is the subject of the next

section.

4. The Physical State of K in Living Cells.

4.1 Evidence for K6 Adsorption.

hOiuri (52) wrote in a recent review, "Since intracellular activities of

the monovalent ions were determined largely in muscle fibers.., but no activity

values were available for epithelia. renal physiologists generally assumed that as

in muscle, intracellular K+ is all free... As it turned out, these extrapolations

with respect to the physical state of intracellular K... were invalidated by

) the intracellular electrochemical techniques." Table 1 compiles data on the

intracellular K activities measured in a variety of epithelial cells. Uniformly,

the activity coefficient measured was markedly below that found in a solute solu-

tion. IPst workers explained the reduced K activity as due either to .adsorption

of K in the pithelial calls or to sequestration of the missing free K+ in

subcllular coapartemets. The second explanation can be shown to be highly un-

likely. X is by far the major cation in the cells; most Ca+ and Mg+ are bound;

+
*a -uanti v miaxclectrode studies showed that there is also very little free

N8 activity in the epithlial cells (ca. 20 to 25 W) (52, p. 71). With little

other osmtically active solutes to balance the deficit, sequestration of the

missing K into the limited volum of orgl les, hiidh make up less than 50% of

, -.... . ..- ... ,, . -. . -__
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cell volum, would lead to an imperuissible osmotic imbalance. L This difficulty

leaves only K adsorption as tVe more reasonable explanation.

The question must be raised next, Is K4 all "free" in muscle cells, as

Rhuri mntioned? A possible answer to this question was offered some time ago (49,

S3): protoplasm Is easily damaged or activated by the intrusion of the ion-

sensitive electrode which excites and causes liberation of K* from its adsorbing

sites. The fact that the rest of the cytoplasm distant from the microelectrode

may remain intact t Lrrovelant, becsuse it is only the K* activity in the Lmme-

diate vicinity of the microelectrode tip that is measured. The lower K* activity

recorded In epitholial cells suggests that they are less susceptible to activatic

( by the sicroelectrode thn muscle and nerve cells which are inherently more excitaL,

The question of the state of K* in muscle cells has been vastly clari-

fied mostly through the brilliant work of the young German scientist, LWatig

£delmann.

According to the AI hypothesis, the seats of selective K+ adsorption are

the I- and Y-carboxyl groups of certain Intracellular proteins (19, 24, 53, 54).

) In muscle Calls, sore then 60% of the 0- and T-carboxyl groups belong to myosin

(54). Since in striated iavcle, myosin onstitutes the A bands, one could expect

K* to be localied Vdmily in these bands. Furthermore, since it is generally

accepted that In I p etions, It Is also 0- and Y-carboxyl groupa that bind and

we thus stained by cationic uenyl and lead stains, the Al hypothesis could fur-

ther Prefet that In uTeal lUg striated muscle (as wall as in other cells) K

*The total -I inrellrM K imtratiOn I s appLOXIMately 100 WI. Let us make th
. gemrous efsumten that the omined olum of mitochandria, aucle and other su

cellular particles add up to 50 of the cell volume. The measured K' activity is

40 lM T aolain this low K activity In terms of sequestration the average K

cnmfta!tm In tm mbellula pefrtcis wld be 100 + (100 - 40) a 160 W.

& ae meared cyteol K aid ;ft would ten be 40 + 25 GS M, or less

thm am half of ta anaticip t mb llula particle omotic activity and thus

w mt...... I ,
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will be distributed at the same sites that appear dark in standard fixed EM

sections stained with uranium and lead.

Figure I assemled from the p- !lished work of Edelmann (55) shows that

these expectations are indeed true. Figure A is a reproduction of a small segment

of frog muscle fixed and stained with uranium and lead the usual way. Figures B

and C, are similar muscle sections which had not been fixed or chemically stained.

Instead the muscles were first loaded with electron-dense Cs (A) or thallium

(Ti ) (B and C) by prior Incubation in Ringer solutions whose K* had been replaced

by Cs* or Ti. These Cs+ or Tl -loaded muscles ware then freeze-dried, infiltrated

with Spurr's medium and dry-cut with the simple and efficient technique of Edelmann

(56). Figure D shows a cesium-loaded section after it had been washed in distilled

water. Figure E shows normal frog muscle with its normal K-content. Figure 1 con-

firms the expectation that K in muscle cells Is neither free nor evenly distri-

buted but is adsorbed on 0- and Y-carboxyl grous belonging to the A band and Z-

lines.

The validity of these conclusions was further confirmed by three differ-

ant laboratories using two additional types of techniques: (I) radioautography of

Cs134 and TI 2-loaded, air-dried single muscle fibers (57); (ii) low temperature

(70P X) redioautogra of Cs134 -loaded, frosen single muscle fibers (58); and

(iII) dispersive x-ray microprobe analysis of Cs + and TI -loaded muscle and of

muscle with Its nomal k* contents (59). The latter was also confirmed by Trombitas

and Tigyi-Sebes in isolated air-dried single myofibril of honeybee thorax muscle

(60).

There is no doubt that virtually all of the K is specifically adsorbed

onto apecialised locations in the striated muscle cells. Other mcperiment$ both

in intact muscle cells (54) and in muscle cells whose postulated membrane pumps had

j made totally non-functional, (EIDC preparation) showed clearly that the K+

Is specifically adsorbed onto the anionic sites and not merely hovering around as

i |,| •~~ . 4- -
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free counterions (61, 62): In dis,lacing K from adsorption, a pair of uni-

valent cations (e.g., K vs. Cs, Cs vs. Ti ) have quantitatively different

effects indicating the major role played by short range attributes which alone

distinguish these ions and which camnot be "felt" without direct contact between the

anionic sites and the adsorbed ions (57).

These findings reinforce the earlier suggestion that ionic activities

measured with intracellular ion-sensitive electrodes must be regarded with great

other cells. The K activity coefficient measured with an intracellular electrode

tends to be higher than it should be in totally undisturbed cells. According to

4the Al Hypothesis, virtually all K* in living cells is in the adsorbed state (Pig.

1).

4.2 The Implications of the £stablishment of the Adsorbed State of the

Bulk of Intracellular K%

4.2.1 Osmotic Balance.

The immobilization of the bulk of intracellular K* leaves a

major osmotic deficit in muscle cells. One recalls that it is precisely this

anticipatedl'ifficulty" that one time led Hill and many others to conclude that

cell K must be all free. Since Ca4 and mg* as wells a substantial portion of

Na + in frog muscle cells are also in an adsorbed and hence osmotically inactive

state, there is no other recourse but to accept that the osmotic activity, that is

the lowering of activity of water, must arise from cell proteins. This agrees

wall with the polarized mltilayer theory of cell water in which water activity is

reduced by long range polarization and adsorption. In other words, osmotically

speaking, "pure" polarized water behaves like normal liquid water in which sub-

stantial amounts of ions or other solutes we dissolved.

4.2.2 Cellular Electric Potential.

The conventional view of the cellular electrical potential as

first maggested by Otmld (63) nd extensively developed by Bernstein (40) as
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well as later variants introduced by Boyle and Conway (41), by Hodgkin and

Katz (42), and Iul]ns and Nod& (43) were all based on the assumption that the

bulk of intracellular K* is in the free state. That in fact the bulk of intra-

cellulaf K is in a localized, adsorbed state made all these theories unapplicabl

Again, this adsorbed state of cell K is perfectly in harmony with the Al Hypothe

sis' surface adsorption theory of cellular resting potential, which has already

been experimentally tested and verified (38, 46).

5. The Nature of the Surface Barrier of Living Cells and Subcellular Particles.

Since Overton introduced his lipoidal membrane theory (64) the idea that all

( cells as well as subcellular particles are covered by a Membrane whose continuou!

phase is lipid in nature has sunken deep roots. Yet there had long been serious

questions about the validity of this fundamental assumption (65, 66). Seven yew

ago I presented evidence in support of the view that not lipid, but a layer of

water polarized in multilayers by surface proteins, constitutes the semipermeablf

surface barrier (65).

) Recent work of Stillman et al on squid axon (67), of Maloff et al on inner

mitochondrial membrane (68), and of Ling and Ocheenfeld on frog muscle and egg (f

offer additional experimental evidence: ND change of K* permeability was observe

in any of thee systems studied in response to K icrophores. Since there is no

question that under similar conditions K permeability of phospholipid layers is

drastically increased by valinamycin (10- 7 M) and Wnnactin (10 "5 K) (70) one con

cludes that the semipermeable barrier In mucle, nerve, and egg cells as well as

j the inner membrane of mitochoniria, is not a phospholipid layer.

In my view of the cell surface barrier, semipemeability depends on the sta

of multilayer polarisation of cell water near the surface. The state of mlti-

layer polarisation of cll miem water in turn depends on certain proteins

assuing the De fozmation. SeApeinaebility is therefore under close

I
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control by hormones or drugs that react with receptor sites on these protelns

and so control their conformation. The suscepitility of water to allosteric

control, offers yet another major advantage to the association-indsction model and

hopefully new approaches to cell physiology and pharmacolo;,.

6. Solute Permeation Accordin; to the Al Hy.Wces.s.

before a full presentation of the theoretical model of active transprt of

solute and water across bifacial cells can be given, some additional basic con-

cepts of the Al Hypothesis need to be introduced. These concepts include (M)

the molecular mechanism of selective solute distribution in living cells, (ii) the

molecular mchanism of selective solute permeability, (iii) cooperativity in- ad-

sorption and desorption of solutes and water, and (iv) the control of cooperative

adsorption - desorption by the cardinal adsorbent, ATP. Fuller accounts of these

concepts and supportive evidence can be found in reviews cited (19, 20, 21, 26, 71).

6.1 Selective Solute Distribution in Livino Cells

Ther are two basic modes of existence of an Intracellular solute:

adsorbed on macromolecular sites, or dissolved in the cell water. Wferring to

the particular solute of interest as pi, and its concentration in the cell in moles

per kilogram of fresh cells as (p1 3 n, then

[pi~in - [Pi]f.e + [Pled 11

where [pilfree and [Pilad are respectively the concentration of free and adsorbed

ith solutes in moles per kilogram of fresh cells. The distribution of free ith

solute in the cll wter follows the Nernst distribution law and is thus described

by the inar relation

LPI3fre S qj [Pi~ez (2)
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where a is the percentage water content (v/w) of the cell. (pIIex is the

equilibration concentration of the ith solute in the external mediz.. is the

average equilibrium distribution coefficient of the ith solute between cell water

and the external medium. Now, if and when the cell water is entirely normal as

in, say a Ringer solution, qj would be equal to unity for all permant solutes.

If, however, the cell is in its normal resting state, then according to the Al

Hypothesis, this water is not normal liquid water but in the state of polarized

multilayers. As a rule water in the state of polarized multilayers has different

solubilities than normal liquid water, and in polarized water q, varies with the

solute involved. In general, small and simple molecules have q-values close to or

equal to 1. The q-value usually decreases with increasing size and complexity of

the solute in question. The concentration of hydrated solutes like Na + in the

living cell may be 0.1 or even lower. According to the AI Hypothesis, it is the

low q-value for Na4 in the cell water and the unfavorable adsorption energy of

B- and -carboxyl groups in comparison to that for K, that account for the sus-
4

tained low Na concentration in many cells.

The adsorbed fraction of the ith solute may be, under the simplest condition,

limited to just one type of adsorption sites. In this case, the concentration of

the ith adsorbed solute may be described by a Langmuir adsorption isotherm:

Cf] Ki ICpil ex[piad ) (3)

1 . , [piex

where [f] is the concentration of intracellular adsorption sites in moles per kilo-

gram of fres cells. K1 is the adsorption constant in units of (N) "1 If another

solute called the jth, and represented as pj also adsorbs onto the am sites,

Equation 3 becomes

F - --
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[f] KIl p 3Iex
[p*l (4)ad i (piLox Ki EpjIex

Equation 4 shows that there is a hyperbolic relation between the adsorbed ith

solute end the external eoncentration of the ith solute. Further, this fraction

shows coetition ith other solutes like the jth and saturability, i.e., as

1pi Iex increases, CpIIad approaches but cannot exceed the value of [f).

Combining Equations 1, 2 and 4, we have

*[Piqn q [pJ. [f] Ki [pi 3ex . (5)

I + 1 ICIIex + , [pex

A somethat simpler version of this equation was first presented by the Russian

physiologist, A. S. Troschin (72).

6.2 Selective Solute Permea!ilitv

6.2.1 Selective Solute Permeation in Terms of the Membrane-yump Theory.

In the conventional membrarm theory, permeation of a solute sole-

cule into a living cell may be achieved by three mechanims: (I) free diffusion,

(ii) facilitated diffusion, and (III) active transport.

Free diffusion is, as the name indicates, envisaged as involving

diffusion through the lipid phase of the cell ambrane. The rate of a solute en-

teting into a cell by free diffusion is usually linearly related to the concentro-

tdon of the solute in the external sedium. Facilitated diffusion and active

transport echanisms are fwimd ntally alike. Fur emple, both show saturability.

Their difference lies in the relative electrochemical potential of the phase the

solute moves into. An active transport mechanism of solute movement is conceived

as being ggg/nst an electro-cheatcal gradient, while facilitated diffusion is

conceLved as being not enainst an electrochdcal gradient. The notion of an hil:

L .25
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movement when applied to uLifaci&l cells is entirely dependent on the basic ass;r..;-

tion of the membrane theory that the -call interior is filled with a dilute aqre. is

solution. Since this assumption has already been disproven (see above), there is

no longer a solid foundation for this difference between facilitated diffusion and

active transport into single unifacial resting calls such as eythrocytes, muscle

or nerve cells. Thus phenomenologically there are two rather then three types of

permeation mechanisms: one is saturable; the other is not.

Facilitated diffusion is distinguished from free diffusion by at

least three oustanding features: (1) Saturability. As already mentioned, the

rate of entry of a solute into living cells by this means does not increase linearlj

4 with increasing external concentration of the solute. Instead, the rate levels off

to approach a fixed value. (ii) Coapetition: The rate of entry of a solute into

living cells is inhibited by other solutes of similar nature. In practice, this

trait can be easily and criantitatively assessed with the aid of, for example, Line-

wear and Burk double reciprocal plots of rates vs. external concentration, as in

enzyme kinetic studies. (III) Specificity: The rate of entry of a solute into

living cells often exhibits a high degree of specificity. Thus the steric orienta-

tion of one of the S OH groups In a sugar molecule may have a profound influence on

the rate of entry of the sugar. It has been widely considered that facilitated

diffusion is mediated through "molecular carriers", which like ferry boats select

favored "passengers" and shuttle them back and forth across the lipid membrane

d bazter. We have already mentioned the evidence against the concept that cells

A are covered with a continuous sheet of phospholipid. Other evidence against the

lipid barrier concept has been reviewed elsewhere (67 - 69). The disproof of the

universal existence of a continuous layer of lipids, also has removed the founda-

tion of the concept of "mobile carriers", which like feriy boats, cannot shuttle

and perform their transport function without a fluid barrier. Indeed, from the

viewpoint of the conventional m100rans theory, one could not have imagined a bettez

"mobile carrisro for K* than valinomycin wA monctin. The failure of theseV.1 ___
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lonophores" to cause any significant change in K+ perneability in nerve, muscle,

and egg cells demands totally different interpretations for the physiological

observations of solute permeation. Fortunately, such an alternative view has been

available for quite mom time already (19, 39, 73, 74).

6.2.2 The F.cha-Asm of Solute Permeation According to the Al Hypothesis

Proteins, lipids and water are the three major components of all

living matter. Since iUpid does not constitute a continuous surface barrier and a

"motile carrier" canneot exist without a water-iumisible fluid barrier, clearly a

different phospholipid model must be sought to explain the competitive and satur-

able solute permeation widely observed. Indeed such a model was suggested

(a and will now be briefly reviewed (19, 75).

6.2.2.1 Polarized Water in lieu of Lipid Layer as the Surface

Barrier for "Non-saturable" Solute Entry.

The near perfect semipermeability of Traube's copper

ferrocyanide precipitation membranm led Pfeffer to found the membrane theory (I).

Copper ferrocyanide obviously contains no lipid but is a gel containing a network

of crystalline particles with water-filled interstices on the order of 150 R in

width (76, p. 656). These "pores" are many tmes as wide as the diameter of

sucrose (diameter 94 2); yet, this membrane is virtually impermeable to sucrose.

Ir*e recently I have shown that the permeability to water and 10 other hydroxylic

compounds at 3 different temperatures through inverted frog skin shows excellent

correspondence to that through a sheet of cellulose acetate (65). Both membranes
I

exhibit highest permability for water; both were virtually impermeable to sucrose

evei though the average pore diameter of the *active" layer of the cellulose ace-

tate membrane is more then 4 times as wide as the sucrose molecule. These data

offer strong support for the concept that water in the state of mltilayers,

polarled by a mtrix of protein chaimns carrying polar sites, provides semipermeabl,

surface barriers in lving cells a wmU as their cogent models.
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6.2.2.2 Fixed Polar Sites on Side-chains and "Backbone" of

Cell Surface Proteins in lieu of "Notile Carrierr" a- f

nPuMrs" as the "Gates" for "Satura-ele" Solute £ntr:.

The Al Hypothesis offers an interpretation of what is

conventionally called facilitated diffusion, as wall as of active transport, in

terms of an adsorption-dosorption mechanism on cell surface adsorption sites. In-

deed the mechanism is so simple that it involves few additional postulations thar,

those already described for solute distribution in the bulk phase.

Consider the rate of permeation of labelled K+ into a

living cell, typically demonstrating saturability, competition and a high degree

d a of specificity. Now the bulk phase distribution of K in frog muscle cells is to

first approximation described by Equation S. If we consider the cell surface to

be also primarily a water-protein system like the cell interior, then in principle

the cell surface is a two dimensional rendition of the three-dimensional cell. In

other words, like the cell interior, the cell surface will have a continuous layer

of polarized water mentioned above, and also anionic B- and Y-carboxyl groups

* which are distributed at regular distances apart. Furthermore, if an Instantaneoi

photograph could be taken, one would find most of the K to be associated with the

surface anionic sites, as has been demonstrated for the bulk phase K# (Figure 1).

Few K molecules would be found between these sites in the interstices filled with

polarimed water. If now a motion picture is taken, one may observe two different

modes of entry corresponding to each of these instantaneous positions taken by the

*K.

(1) Saltatory route. In this mode of entry, K enters

via the polarimed water filling the space away from

the charged sites.

(2) Adsorption-desor tion route. As the name indicates

the e fre the outside mst first mccessfully occ

one of the aionic sites, followid by a librational

* °.- - - -- --
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motion around the anilonic site and then. eventually

by its desorption a.nd entry into the cell.

Taing both~ routes into account, the rate of entry n

of the ith ion in moles per sec. per kilogram of fresh calls can then be written

I as (19, 74)

k If]x C Pile~~ £ Ad i Le
vr -Ak 1 p (6)
V, g al les x r p * x-K J p J I

-where A Is the total surface area of one kilogram. of cells, k al is the inwrard

rate constant for the entry of the ith solute via the saltatory route. [f] is the

moarw concentration of surface sites per kilogram. of fresh cells. k I is a kineticSal

* rate constant for the desorption of the ith solute from the surface adsorption sites

K and K Jart respectively the adsorption constants in M 1of the ith and Jth solute

on the surface sites.

* Epstein and Hagen (77) in 1952 first successfully analysed

alkali-metal ion entry into barley roots using Michaelis-Menton Kinetics, a finding

I soon confirmed f or Rb entry Into frog muscle (73). Epstein and Hagen, and many

other Investigators who have extended these studies to other types of cells and

solutes, adhered to the "mobile carrier" concept. Indeed with the additional assign-

ment of the non-saturable friction of solute entry as "leak", the overall rate *qua-

tion for slute permeation eomsformally analogous to Ecpation 6. (for extensive

* discussion of this subject fromi the conventional viewpoint, sme Christensen, 78).

* Mewever, as mentioned above, the disproof of the lipid layer theory makes untenable

the mbile carrier Moel.

7b damnstraft the general validity of Equation 6 and its

basic asomptions, we have demonstrated that Equation 6 can not only describe the

rate of entry of solutes Into living cells but also entry Into such inanimate systems

~1V
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as sheets of ion exchange resin and sheep's wool (19, 39, 74). These modeis

share the common attributes of the Al model of anionic sites fixed in a matrix of

polarized water.

While Equation 6 adequately describes solute entry as-

pecia.ly for solutes that are neutral, a somewhat more complicated equation is

required to describe the entry of ions into frog aruscle cells by a mechanism called

the triplet adsorption-desorption route. That is to say, in the case where the

entrant ion is rather tightly adsorbed by the electrostatic forces, its desorption

requires the participation of another free cation. Thus a second K* from the

outside may approach a fixed anion - K pair in the right direction, weakening the

attraction between the fixed anion and K, thereby facilitating the letter's entry

into the cell. Indeed, we have shown that the rate of entry of labelled Rb* into

frog muscle cells is facilitated by external K+ (74). Clearly the facilitating

effect of the second K+ outweighs the competition offered by K* against Rb

adsorption.

6.2.2.3 Specificity of Sugar Permeability

The third characteristic of permation phenomena

Is specificity. This has often in the past been attributed to carriers, and is

exemplified by sugar entry Into cells. It is here, I believe that the present

mo4el also has distinctive advantages over the carrier model.

First there is little question that the high

degree of static specificity for solute peration rate can only be recognied by

a system that provides a complex of closely spaced sites. This strongly suggests

that these sites arm provided by proteins. In the Armodel, adsorption followed

by libration end desorption would be all that is required to achleve a facilitated

diffusion When such specific sites awe available.

6.2.2.4 ftecific ity In Alkall-metal Ion Entry; Its

Varability WA the c-vmlue Conept.

-. ______________..__________
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Surfaces of most normal unifacial cells and the

basel lateral surfaces of bifacial cells have greater permeability for K* than

for No% R lwever, the frog skin surface facing the outside has a higher per-

sability for He4 than for K * (M9. What could be the molecular basis for this

specificity difference?

) In 1952 1 suggested a theoretical model of selec-

tive adsorption of K* over Na Ont fi~ed anionic sjires (53).* Stilmulated by the

later discovery that cerboxyl ton exchange resin selects Nb* over K * (79) while

sulfonate ion exchange resin selects K* over lbe as well as the work of Lisenman,

Rudin and Casby on glass electrode ion selectivity, I constructed a theoretical

4 model In which the c-value concept was introduced (19, 39). In essence, the c-

value measures the electron density of an anionic oxygen atom; high c-value Is

equivalent to a high pK value as in acetic acid; a low c-value to a low plC value

as in trichloracetic acid. It was then possible to show that a variation of the c-

value produces changes in the preferential order of selectivity mong Cs*, Rb*,

K, "a, Li as wall as M4* and H% Thus K4 Ilb* preferences seen in muscle and

nerve as well as basolateral membranes of various apithelial cells corresponds to a

fairly low c-value; high NA* over K+ preference seen in a nmber of spical cell

a ibusC9 bespeaks of a high c-value. The essence of this work was presented

In 1960 (39) and in full detail in 1962 (19).

Solitary 0- and Y-carboxyl groups usually have a

pH value of 4 to St when carboxryl. groups are placed in close proximity to each

other as in various carboxy types of ion excherW resin, the plC value may rise to/, Ora even higher (W0)I thus the high c-value of apical Nmbrames way be due to

e- nd V-curbauyl grous In close proximity to each other or In pairs, while the

J low c-value at the basolateral mmrana may be due to isolated 0- end V-carboxyl

groves (for evidence, see 61).

In 1962 Elswinn also published a theory of selec-

tiv 1@' aisacrptja Using a Mich sapler modeal (62, a" also 83) to explain the



relatian beosen ion specificity of glass electrodes and the glass conpositicn

(63, 64). Ussing and losd (67) considered Elsemaan's theory to explain the dif-

ferent specificity at the two surfaces of epithelia but rejected it on the ground

that the theory dos nt provide enough specificity. Instead, they preferred the

"closm-fit" hypothesis of Mullins (65, 86) in w&.ich closefitting into small holes

endows a high degree of pecificity for selectivity for Ii. and It over K* (see

19, p. S49, for tabulated data from literature). Mullins' model required dehydra-

tion of Na* and LI* prior to entry into the postulated close-fitting pores - a

concept that Is not easily defensible even if the cell membrane were a lipid hi-

layer. The disproof of the lipid bilayer mombrane theory has left the close-

fitting pore ancept without a foundation. It Is even more difficult to think

of rigid pores in a layer of polarized water that would force the dehydration of

Na' and Li + before their entry.

On the other hand, the low level of ionic specificli

attributed to Eisenman's model is not applicable to the association-induction mode:

In which a high degree of Na* as well as Ke selectivity has been theoretically

calculated.

In brisf, I feel that difference in ionic specifici"

of the two surfaces of the epithelial cells can be adequately explained as a result

of the diffence in the c-values of the anionic surface sites.

7. The Cooperative Protein-Vater-Ion Assembly.

7.1 Copperativity In Adsorption and Desorpton of Solutes and Water.

In the preceding sections w haeve discussed adsorption in relation to

selective solute a-maletion as wall m selective solute permability. Thus far,

them adsorption sites were onsmidred as nm-intwectLng uW therefore the ad-

sorption Is aideqetely described by the Lsrnpult adsorption isotherm. In a Lang-

emir Ofterptim Loatm as dm as a part of Squation Soth cocetration of ad-

eseptm sites Et] od a pair at adsgptios amatuita w1 ci 3 (or their - At

,s .. . . _ _ .. as| i ~ - -m ,* .... . .. .- -



Ki/K) determines the adsorption at a fixed ratic of . /[P. x in the .u.-

rounding medium. In the cooperative ads:r.-p: n is.her-, these para!.e-e:r- ;:a

co.parable roles. However, it is the new para.eter, t .e ne- e- r-e-.-:r i-:er-

action energy, that opens the docr toward coherence in adsorption. Thus If the near-

est neighbor interaction energy is positive, it mea rs that if one adsorption site

adsorbs K*, it would make the two immediately neighboring sites prefer K* over

Na. Conversely if the middle site ads-rbs Na+ , it wzuld make the two immediately

neighboring sites prefer Na more thar. if the middle site adsor-'s K % The result is

autocooperativity in ion adsorption. Wher. the nearest neighbor interaction energy

is large and positive, the whole system of adsorption sites will either adsorb all

K+ or all We* . "All or none" switc- ing can then occur at a "threshold" value of

external Ke/Na* concentration ratio. T.us au.tocooperativity among the 4 heme sites

in hemoglobin provides the molecular basis for efficient loading and unloading of

oxygen between the lung and the respir:n: tiss.ues. This type of cooperative adsorp-

tion isotherm also describes the uptake of K+ or !'a4 in various living celle includ-

ing frog muscle (87, 88, 89), human ly,.,;hoc'tes (9, 91) and a variety of smooth

muscles (92, p. 22) all showing positive nearest neighbor interaction and a sigmoid-

shaped adsorption curve. Since we have now estatlished that initially nearly all

intracellular K* is in an adsorbed state (Figure 1), this type of autocooperative

switching from the K+ to the Na+ state clearly bears a fundamental similarity to

the oxygenation and deoxygenation of erythrocytes. In both, the seat of interaction

is intracellular proteins. As far back as 1908, Benjamin Moore pointed out the

parallelism of oxygen accumulation in erythrocytes and K* accumulation in cells

(93). In 1965 I further sharpened this parallelism by pointing out that both

oxygen taken up by erythrocytes and K+ taken up by frog muscle show autocooperative

behavior with similar values of nearest neighbor interaction energy (88).

7.2 The Control of Cooperative Adsorption and Desorption by Cardinal Adsorbents

Autocooperativity provides the basis for the ability of the solute-adsorb-

Ing protein to shift its adsorbed solute from one type to another in a step-wise,



:.in=

all-or-nore man-.er. A cDrdi-:. the . -.-:--is, _s , A.6-e an"r-.--

itio r is no- the pr:per:. of t-.e ;rztei. a-"e :--t als :-f t.e water n:e:!es,

-.s, aod .er susence interact wit'. the protein miecule at different

s' tes. As a res-t of the przpa-ated electronic redistribution, all or at least

a ma.:r s.are of te - properties of the prctein-w-:er-iz.r asa , are changed.

-'fte.. however, it is t-.e p h-yscal coro-.ati-. c.a.ge t.h" is ,.o st rnticesrle

(for a fuller discussion of the vari'.s thezries of c:opera:ive interacti:n, see

25.. Proteins contain specific sites t'-a- exercise a c .. ..- ir!L--ence over

the all-Dr-r.:ne tra.siti-rns. These sites are called cardinal sites and the speci-

fic adsorbents interactin; with these card.nal sites are called cardinal adsorbents.

AT? is a bone fide cardinea adsortent, as are many dru;s and horyionei', and all

share a distinctive feet-re: A snail '-.--er of cardinal adsortent molecules can

trir.; a::.t re =:nses inv1vin.. a ric'l larzer r-e: -f "reolj ar sites" s-i:h as

the b- and Y-cartoxl grc;;s aans:rir.; - an .a.

7.2.1 Cua-ain as a Cardinal Adsorbent.

Ouatain, like a number of other cardiacglycosides, causes the

loss of K4 and gain of Na* in a variety of living cells. In the conventional

membrane-pump model, ouabain acts by inhibiting the Na pump. Indeed it was the

parallel behavior of ouabain's effect on the K*/Na* distribution in living cells

and its in.bition of the isolated K, Na-activated ATPase that gave impetus to

the large mount of work carried out under the assumption that this K*-, Na*-

activated ATPase is in fact that Na pump, and that when incorporated into phospho.

lipid vesicles this punp can actually translocate both K and Na+ against concen-

tration gradients. Careful analysis of these data revealed major self-inconsis-

tencies in the evidence, and an alternative interpretation of these findings was

more In accord with the data (94).

That the K, Na-activated ATPase can indeed adsorb K+ and Na+ and

that this adsorption is indeed sensitive to ousbain have been demonstrated by

Natsul et al as uwitioned in the Introduction (31, 32). The ousbain-sensitive

A ---
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V -inding or. V, Na-activate- A7?ase als: exyii.ed autococperativity as had been

repeatedey Ge-r.s-_rated f.- K" t.ind.: i it.a=t living cells.

Wr.ile Ka:sAi et al's data clearly demonstrated that this enzyme

may indeed be the seat of some K4 , Na -adsorption in some cells, the demznstration

that the A bd containing anot.er ATAase, myosin, is the seat of adsorption of

the b-.;k of intracellular K+ left little doubt that ouabain acts on K* and Na+

distribution in frog muscle and other cells by changing the relative preference

7 of'man, proteins for the ads;r~tio, of K+ and Na+.

Indeed, Figure 2 taken from Ling and Bohr (89) shows that the

Yang-Ling cooperative isotherm can quantitatively describe the K* 0 Na + transi-

tion in frog muscle in response to 3.26 X 10-7 V ouabain. Here the full range of

external K4/Na+ concentration ratios is presented to demonstrate that the primary

effect of ouabain is to shift the intrinsic etilibration constant for the Na
+ * K4

exchange in frog miscle from a value fro. atost 100 to a value of 17, i.e., a chanc

by a factor of 6.

Now the normal environment of muiscle cells contains 2.5 mm K and
+ -2

100 mm Na corresponding to a e-. x ratio of 2.5 X 10 . At this ratio of

external K+/Na+ concentration, almost all the intracellular anionic sites are occu-

pied by K+. The effect of exposure to 3.26 X 10" ? M ouabain is completely to rever

the situation; these sites then become almost entirely occupied by Na+ .

4Ouabain, by its adsorption onto the appropriate cardinal site,

alters the selectivity in the adsorption of the cooperatively linked anionic sites

causing changes in the c-values in a direction toward a reduced preference for K+

over Na . Therefore, it is to be expected that if one increases the external K+

concentration or decreases the Na+ by a factor equal or greater than the factor of
6, the preferential K accumulation seen in normal cells will be restored. This i.

of course, true as shown in the data of Figure 2.

V-



1.2.2 A7= a! a -- : A-s:rCe-.:.

A7, f:: a 1:n: tle, was c:.siered as carr% n; specia! che-i=-

lond cat eI t. eer--; p ,:s:'-.-.e bcnds. Later work estat.ised beyo'nd an-y ces-

tIon t.at tn, e.'-alpy of hydrolysls cf thiese bonds was not usually high (95) an-

that the favoratle free energy of y -drzlysis reflects largely t.he different affinity

its hydrolysis ;r:Ad-ces for F., V:;*, and H2 0 (V., 97). These findings, though

little celerate-, contrit-te to our searc. fr etter uderstanding of this very

ir. -:ta. chenical co-:;n- and its role in ph-siolo;y. Certainly, the old idea

t'.at th.is packa; . of hic.h energy car. be made tc d: wzrk as a sort of universal fuel

in no longer tena-le.

The A! .yp thesis, t% recogrizing the role of ATP as a cardinal

ads:tent, przvides a different mec.hanis.r ty which A.P energizes biological work

perfor-. nce.

8. Main-enance of the :ivni. State: 7.e L:Ie *f A7.

The conventional concept is that hydrolysis of ATP releases energy stored in

its "high energy" phosphate bond to support cellular work performance. Thus a

resting muscle, on receiving its package of energy from the hydrolyzing AT?, enters

into the high-energy contracted state. WMen A:? is used up, the muscle reverts

back to its low-energy relaxed state.

Zn terms of the Al Hypothesis, quite the opposite is the case. The resting

state is seen as a high energy state; its maintenance does not depend on a steady

stram of €COqMPOsing ATP, but the steady adsorption of intact ATP onto key cardina

sites. Thus the resting state is in a high energy state very much like a set mouse

trap. It is only when ATP is destroyed, say by its hydrolysis, that the muscle

seeks its low energy state, much as a triggered mousetrap seeks its low energy

state.
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The simplest and most direct evidence in favor of this basic concep: is the fact

that a dead muscle is, as a rule, found in the contracted state. Were the relaxed

state the lower ener;y state, dead muscle should be all fully relaxed and rigor

mortis would not occur.

Relaxation and shortening are but one aspect of the change in muscle tissue

when its ATP content changes. An entirely parallel phenomenon is the inverse rela-

tion observed between muscle shortening and desorption of K from the muscle and its

release into the medium (19, 24). Perhaps the most convincing and elegant denon-

stration of the intimate relation between normal muscle contraction and K+ desorp-

tion was that presented by Wilde and coworkers in perfused turtle hearts (98).

Each heart beat is accompanied by an exact pulse of labelled K+ release.

ATP induced changes are not limited to contraction-relaxation, and K* desorp-

tion-adsorption, important as these changes are, but extend to the physical state

of water as well.

8.1 The Control of the Physical State of Cell Water by ATP.

In 1952 I showed that a quantitative relation exists between the K* (and

Na+ ) content and the ATP level in frog muscles poisoned with iodoacetate (24).

This observation has been repeatedly confirmed and extended (19, 71, 99, 100).

+
There is, generally speaking, also a reciprocal relation between the K and Na

contents. This relation can be explained as due to a mechanism similar to that

offered for ouabain above. However, the strict one-for-one exchange seen in ouabair

induced Na* for K+ exchange was not observed here. It was found instead that there

is a parallel between the gain of Nsa+ with decreasing ATP and the gain of labelled

sucrose (71))

In terms of the Al Hypothesis, the low level of (hydrated) Na+ as well as

sugars and amino acids in normal living cells is due to the polarized-multllayered

i! cell water. Just as ATP acting as a cardinal adsorbent maintains the protein

so the adsorption of ATP on the am or other proteins maintains the c-value
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analog-jes of the backbone carbonyl groups (and the c'-value analogues of the

backbone iimtr grojps) at values that favor long-range water polarizati-. Tis

single unitary cause for solute exclusion (in contrast to the multiple and separ-

ate causes in terms of membrane p-.r.ps) is described as the Universality Rule (66".

That is, if for one or another reason, the solubility of one normally excluded

solute is changed, then the solubility of all other normally excluded solutes should

change pan passu. This rule has been demonstrated in D-arbinose distribution and

Na distribution in frog ovarian eggs (101) and in D-arabinose, sucrose and Na dis-

tribution in the IAA poisoned frog wu.scles (102). As the muscle or eg; cells were

dying, their ATP levels gradually fell, and a parallel gain of free Na*, free D-arab-

inose and free sucrose occurred.

8.2 The Control of Salt Linkage Formation and Dissociation by ATP.

As we have shown, ouabain causes a stoichiometric displacement of K by

Na , The additional Na* taken up has beer shown to be in an adsorbed state as

revealed by W.R spectroscopy (M^3). Fcr a wh-Ile, it was questioned that the original

assumption used in identifying bo,nd Na+ might have been erroneous (104). However,

it turned out that there was only a quantitative error. The "disappearance" of

part of the Na* signal was indeed due to one-site-one-ion specific adsorption of

Na * Thus Honoi'a demonstration that the NMR-invisible Na* in liver homogenate can

be made visible by the introduction of competing K* and Cs+, but not by choline,

indicates ion-specific adsorption (105). If Na signal disappearance were truly due

to a diffuse electric field gradient as suggested by Berendson and Edzes (104), there

would be only valency specificity and not the ion specificity which Monoi found. A

theoretical argument against the diffuse electric field gradient concept was given

by Chang and Woessrer (106).

0 The c'-value is a parameter measuring the positive charge density at a cationic

group. c-value analogues and c'-value analogues refer to the negative and positive

charge density at polar groups not bearing net charges (19).

- -- I
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rOoednce -_f !4* and s.~;=Lr in~-. s:ne! frog muscle to the

r.lversali..F.tle, however, s-.D' ciea.. -a: t,.e loss of adsorbed K is large.y

accocpareied ky a gain of free Me * ,ad free sicrose) an! is therefore different

fror ou.ain-ind'.ce." Ve. * aexcha-*e.

The qJestion is then raise:!, "w.at has happened to the 0- and Y-carboxyl

groups In the A bands and Z-lines of the muscle that normally adsorb K 7" Accord-

Ing to the A: Hj..W.hesis, i. t!.e a&sence cf A7? these a-.ion- sites rf_]-...ave-.....

disappeared, or beco e "masked", by formin; salt linkages. More specifically, with-

out the A.F these a.nor-4c sites [f] prefer as ccvnter ions fixed cations [f+

In the forr. of C-iwdno grops, aridyl groups, &-amino groups and/or histidyl

gr--ps thus forr.in; salt linka;es f'f (3, 19, 107).

f " * f*X " f f * K* + X" (7)

We are uncertain about the nature of t"e cou.teranion (X') adsorbed to the fixed

cation before the salt linkage formation: in muscle tissues it could be creatine

phosphate.

If salt linkages are formed among different protein molecules, there may

be macroscopic volums shrwnka"e aMnd loss of water with a concomitant change of

the state of water. On the other hand, if the salt linkages are formed within a

single protein molecule or an aggregate of protein molecules, the result might be

limited to the conformation change of that protein.

8.3 Synchronized ATP- and ATPase-dependent Cyclic Changes.

Addition of Ng and ATP to a suspension of paramecia that had been gly-

erinated evoked synchronized beating of the cilia propelling the dead protozoas in

water as If they ware alive (108). An interpretation of this remarkable phenomenon

on the basis of the Al Hypothesis was offered (21). In brief, ATP acts as &
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cardinal adsorbent causing cilia orientation in one way followed by M.; '-indjced

A-. h :lysis and. the res tant protein ctnfrrmation ca:.e caasin; c'.ia orienta-

tion in another direction. The beating cycle is then re-ii'tiated '. adsorpticn

of fresh ATP. This model clearl. estatl.shes the need for a continuous sipply

of fresh ATP in order to promote continued swimming.

Another equally fascinating illustration of the inherent ability of

protoplasm to act in a synchronized and cyclic manner is the ATPase-dependent ion

accumulation and swelling cycles of rat liver and pigeon heart mitochondria, the

latter initiated by valino'ycin and monactin (109, 110).

The evidence that valinomycin, monactin, etc. do not act as ionophores

but rather as cardinal adsorbents has been discussed recently (25). It only needs

to be mentioned here that Sr** , a simple divalent ion with no ionophore property

whatsoever can initiate cyclic changes in m,ch the same way as valinomycin in

other studies (111).

The oscillatory changes are in perfect synchrony in regard to shrinkage

and swelling with concurrent loss and gain of K, and they involve the operation

of an ATPase. It is my belief that this basic protoplasmic trait is essential to

a variety of physiological activities including transepithelial transport of water

and ions.

9. Cooperative Adsorption-desorption Model of Active Transport Across Epithelia

and Other Bifacial Cell Systems.

When living cells are incubated in a K+-free or low K solution, they gain

Noa+ and lose K* until a new equiibrium is reached. In the case of isolated frog

muscle, a tenfold reduction in the external K concentration from 25 to 0.25 mM

at constant external Na+ concentration (100 mM) leads to almost total displacement

of K by Na* (see Figure 2). If these K+-depleted muscles are returned to a

normal Ringer solution, their Na will be stoichiometrically displaced by K. In

__________________



this restoration process both Na and K are "transported" against concentra-

tion gradients. tis type of p.heromenon has been referred to as active transport

by adherents of the membrane-pump theory. However, now that we have established

that the K in the cells is virtually all adsorbed (Figure 1) and so is the Na

that stoichometrically replaces K (112), the phenomenon can no longer be regarded

as active transport. Indeed the phenomenon represents truly an exchange adsorption

much as we witness in the operation of an ion exchange resin. The displacement of

K by Na adsorbed on Dowx 50 is not an active transport process but merely

the consequence of a change in the ratio of K/Na concentration in the external

* medium and the fact that electrostatic and other forces make it more favorable

for one ion to congregate In the resin than an alternative ion at the ambient con-

centration ratio. Oxygen is concentrated in red blood cells for exactly the same

reason.

If a hemoglobin solution kept inside a dialysis bag is suspended in an

oxygen-containing solution, after a suitable length of time an equilibrium will be

reached and the amount of oxygen taken up by the sac is quantitatively defined. If

now ATP is added to the internal solution, oxygen will begin to move out of the

hemoglobin-containing phase into the external solute (71, 113). This outward

migration of oxygen is the consequence of ATP interaction with the oxygen-binding

protein, hemoglobin. ATP exercises a long-range effect on the affinity of the

heme groups for oxygen, a type of effect called "allosteric" by Ibnod et al (114)

(A detailed mechanism for such allosteric effect has been offered earlier in the

Al Hypothesis and was referred to as an indirect F-effect (20, 21)). When ATP

is removed from the system, oxygen will once more move into the bag, apparently

against a concentration gradient. This effect of ATP on the concentration of a

solute in the hemoglobin-containing system does not involve the hydrolysis of

ATP, since hemoglobin has no ATPase activity.

This mvment of the solute oxygen into and out of the hemoglobn-containi

,.. " -•.j.i-,
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syster, involves the participation of the laboratcry worker. 'Without his or .er

effort, it wo-.ld be impossible to in-rod-.ce or remove ATF from the syste:-, a-

hence to bring about the transport of oxygen. One may imagine ancther way tc

achieve the cyclic back and forth transport of oxygen, if the beg also contains

first a specific enz'.me, an ATPase, which can destroy and thus remove A7P fro-

the henoglobin-containing phase; second, another enzyme system that can regeneratA

)ATP; and third, a coordinating system that can synchronize the ATP destruction

and its subseqjent resynthesis and reads:-rtion. That biological systems are so

designed to provide just this kind of synchrony and coordination, has already

been shown in the example of ATPase-dependent swimming of dead paramecia and ATPa&

dependent oscillatory changes of ion and water uptake and release in isolated

mitochondria suspensions.

In summary, through the use of simple models, we have demonstrated that

it is possible to understand how a cyclic change of ATP adsorption and hydrolysis

can bring about a cyclic change of selective accumulation of a solute from the

medium and its subsequent release back into the medium. I shall'now try to incor-

porate this mechanism into a theoretical model that can perform true active trans.

port. The major additional component we need is a one way-valve.

As we discussed above, the surface permeability barrier of the living

cell is net a lipid layer but mltilayers of water polarized by cell surface pro-

teins. It is then reasonable that the synchroniwed cyclic ion and water release

and uptake involves an alternation between a polarized impezmable state and a

depolarized, permeable state of the surface water. If we can imagine that the

basolateral or serosal surface has these properties and that the apical or mucosa]
4

surface does not undergo cyclic changes but has high c-value anionic sites and

hence selective high permeability for Na*, we will then be equipped with the neces

sary components for active transport.

9.1 A Detailed bdel of Active Transport ip_ Solutes and Water.

Figure 3 outlines the odel of active tr lport in 4 stages. The ion toI. I- _ _

.... .. .- --.- --,
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be transported fro the ezteral slut±on, Na, is represented as s-lid tri .a;les.

The m.cosal surface is considered as having a higher permeability for Ne # than

the resting serosal surface because the serosal surface anionic sites have a high

c-value that promotes selective No+ adsorption. Water in the serosal surfoceth

cytoplasm as wall as the noral cell surface exists in the polarized multilayered

state at tle beginning of the cycle when the cell is at rest. In this active

transport model the key role is played by the cytoplasnic and serosal surface

proteins which possess an ATP binding cardinal site as well as an ATPase activatec

by the transported ion. It is suggested that the ATP-binding cardinal site is in

fact the ATPase site but in a different cooperative state.

Staj!. At this stage the higher mucosal surface permability allows

both Na and water to enter Into the cell. Once inside, the Na+ and water will

proceed to adsorb onto anionic sites on the cytoplasmic proteins which are under

the control of the cardinal adsorbe-t, ATP, and thus exist in an extended state

with their backbones favoring multilayer polarization of water and their anionic

side chains preferring Na.

N% The question may be raised, "How can we reconcile this stip-

.. ulation with the view that ATP adsorption favors K* (rather than Na) adsorption

on cell proteins?" The answer lies in the fact that the ATP control of the c-

value ensewble depends on other factors, e.g., secondary cardinal ad orbents. ATP

adsorption favors K+ adsorption is specific only for a specific protein under

rigorously defined conditions. It also bears remembering that in active transport

across bifacial cells the key cation is not always No% Thus in MalPighian

tubules of insects the key Lon transported is K* (117) This stochastic process

continues until the protein enters into the cooperative Na4 state with a high con-

centration of adsorbed No+ locally accumulated.

Stage . The autocooperative shift to the Na* s' f involves the site

adjacent to the cardinal site which also adsorbs Ha+. This ..a+ adsorption then

activates the Ma-K-actLvat*ed APe activity of tte cardinal site, cauing the

--, - , ,
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hydrolysis of ATF, therety entering Stage 2.

Wit. the hydrolysis of ATP, the protein undergoes arn a-tocoopera-

tire desorption of Na* (possitly of Cl" as well with the formation of salt

linkages, depolarization and release of water and the liberation of a high con-

centration of Nas . At the same time or slightly later the serosal surface pro-

)tein also undergoes change from the extended to a more helical conformation with

water depolarisation.

Stage 3. In the third stage, depolarization of serosal surface water

Increases the serosal surface permeability to ions and osmotic flow of water per-

mitting rapid exit through the serosal surface of both the liberated Na* and re-

leased water.

Stage 4. This last stage is marked by the regeneration of ATP, its

adsorption onto the cardinal site, and autocooperative shift back to the Stage 1

condition: favoring Ne adsorption on anionic side chains and multilayer polariza

tion at the serosal membrane. The cycle is now ready to repeat itself.

9.2 Discussion of the Current Ibdel.

9.2.1 Cyclic Changes of Adsorption-desorption as the Basis of Active

Transport.

The cyclic changes of adsorption-desorption propost:' in this

model my not be easily observable in a multicellular epithelium. However, there

Is evidence of cyclic changes in the case of single giant algal cells largely

through the careful vork of S. C. Brooks (115, 116). Thus when Nitella cells were

exposed to salt solutions containing radioactive K, N', and Rb , these ions

first bec me accumulated in the protoplasuic layer surrounding the central vacuole

Frthrmore, the accumulation of these labelled ions was not monotonic but exhibit

a distinct periodic incream aid d creae, and they reached a concentration in the

peotoplam miny times higher than in the surrotning madiau. It is considerably
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later that the labelled cation reaches the cell sap in the central vacule.

Fig;re 4, taken from Brooks (115), shows the time course of labelled Rz4 acc'..-i-

lation In the sap. The rise phase of sa P-* coincides with the fall phase of the

protoplasm.1c P-t4; wile the fall phase coincides with the rise phase of the proto-

plas-c P-*. Eventually the sap Fr* reached concentrations "notably exceeding

those present in the lmersion fluid." At no time was the concentration in the

sap higher than that In the protoplas'.

9.2.2 Location of the Pu±n- Neg..chanis.. Relative to Ussing's Two Hem-

brane fode.

Our present model has incorporated the two-membrane theory of

Ussing to the extent of recognizing and utilizing the different permeatility charac-

teristics of the serosal and mucosal me.!:rane as first discovered by Koefoed-

3o.hnson and Ussing (9). Otherwise, the present model, based on the general the-

sis of the AT HVpthesis, rests on a different foundation than the conventional

membrane-pump theory. In the detailed model, we have presented the part of the

protoplasm involved in the adsorption-desorption cycle to include the entire cyto-

plasm as well as the serosal surface, because there is experimental evidence suggest-

ing the involvement of the entire cell content (see below). However, on purely

theoretical grounds, the protoplasm involved in the cyclic changes may be entirely

limited to the serosal surface. Under this condition it would approximate the loca-

tion of pumping proposed by Ussing's two membrane theory.

The evidence tiat the cyclic p.umping machanism is not confined

exclusively to the sarosal cell surface includes the followiMg: (1) addrell

showed that the rate of transport of K' and Na b the Leolated Nalpighian tubule

of the blood sucking Insect, Ehodnius, is strongly correlated with the respective

total Intracellular concentration of each of these ions (117). C2) Spring and

Gialch O n Wd that the cate of net Na transport ir perfused Nacturis kidney cells

was linearly Celated to the total intracellular Na * Lcentration (118). Again no
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such linear correlation could be expected if the bulk of cell Na
+, a substantial

portion of which is adsorbed (52), is not involved! in the transport. (3) K-re!

showd that after inJection of K+ into rabtits the specific activity of urinary

K quickly attains that of the renal tissues but does not follow the time course

of specific activity in the arterial plasma (113). The resajlts support the view

that it is K* that has undergone effective exchange with cell K
+ that plays a

major role in urinary K+ excretion. Again this suggests the involvement of more

than a small amount of adsorbed K+ on the serosal surface in the process (see

Table 1).

9.2.3 The Source of Energy for the Active Transport.

In the present model, the imediate source of energy is stored in

the protein-water-ion assembly in the high energy resting state, and the ultimate

source of energy for transport of solutes and water is that used in the synthesis

of ATP from ADP and p If one assumes that this synthesis is highly effective,

with an efficiency of 100%, then the energy formed would be proportional to the

free energy liberated during ATP hydrolysis. Further, since there is a fixed number

of ATP molecules synthesised for each molecule of oxygen utilized, the energy for

active transport should also be quantitatively related to the extra oxygen con-

sumd.

tecently Usa and Leaf raised an old question, "W.ether there is

a stoichiontric relationship between the number of Lons transported and the amount,

of say, ATP consumed..." (7, p. 3). They cited earUer work of their own laboratory

amd others leaang to the general conclusion that there may be a correlation between

p. transport nd oxygen conaaiiton of, for example, frog skin. On the other hand,

the failure to demonstrate such a relation in all tissues my reflect either a pre-

dominatly glycolytic source of ATP rageneration, or the presence of a high and

varile rate of oxygen cnsumption -or cell ftnctiona not directly concerned with

active trasort.

..... _ _ _ __.
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9.2.4 Couing of Ion and Water Transport.

Gall bladder, prfxtrma. kidne" tubules, and snall intestine are

examples of "low resistme" epithelia. They transport water in the form of an

isotonic fluid. As mentioned above, the standing gradient osmotic flow theory was

proposed by Diamond and Bossert (10). Thls theory, a refinement of the earlier

double mmbrane theory of local osmosis to explain the apparent coupling of solute

and water flow (120, 121), showed that contrary to earlier assumptions a second

membrane is not necessary and that any confined space lined with a membrane pos-

sessing both active salt transport and semipermeability could function as a local

osmotic coupling space. A. E. Hill pointed out that the feasibility of this theory

critically depends on the osmotic permeability of the membrane involved and that

the required permeability range of 10- 1 to 10 1 cms "lies completely outside that

of any living... membrane studied to date by at least three orders of magnitude"

(122).

The present adsorption-desorption model may be represented in the

case of NaC I coupled water transport by the two sets of alternative equations:

-ATP To serosal sidea

(H20)n f" Na + f+ f- f + Na *nMO

*ATP 4p m uja side

or

To serosal side i

(H O)l- f" f" + (n +. ) H,0 (9
(H20) n  m

+ATP 4 Fms From mucosal side

As shom in FIgUre 3, the syn hronised dephosphorylation of ATP

at Stage 2 causes simultaneous liberation of Me + frcm its adsorption on anionic

sites C, mid of water from its polarised multilayered adsorption an the extended

polypeptide chain MM sites. A nomal free aquws solution of tinter and Ne+ and

- .4,.
h- -. 4
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CI" is mofn'.tarily and locall' released conc-,it.t witr-. the ren:,val of the tarrie:

to ion per.eation as well as to o-.tic water fl-w at the serosal cell s-.rface. T.is

is so because cooperative m...tilayer polarizati:n of water drastically red--e!t o!-

motic permea!ility b-..t only moderately redces diffusive permeatility while depol-

arization of water Increases both. As a result an essentially isotonic fluid of

Na+ is excreted into the luw.h of the "low resistance" epithelia.

It may be mentioned that solute and water transport may be rate-

limited by either the freuency of the cycles of adsorption and desorption or by

the mucosal surface permeatility. The fact that antidiuretic hormones wh.en applied

to the outside surface of frog skin and toad bladder greatly increase the rate of

Na transport as well as osmotic water permeability wlthout maor effect on diffu-

sional permeability (123) suggests that this hormone may depolarize water at the

mucosal surface thereby increasing both Xa'and water permeability at the external

or mucosal surface.

While the cyclic adsorption-desorption model given above can ex-

plain active coupled salt and water transport with only the serosal surface involved

in polarization-depolarization cycling of permeability changes, there is no reason

why in different tissues the cycling may not occur at the mucosal rather than the

erosal surface, as is known or at least indicated in insect Malpighian tubules,

insect midgut, choroid plexus and gastric mucosa.

9.2.5 Conciliation of the Conflict Between Models of "Homocellular

Reulation of Cell K' and Na + Composition" and "Homoepithelial

Ma Transport".

Schultz wrote In a recent revie on "Transport Across Small In-

testine": "Tha data available at present cannot be readily reconciled with any

model that Invokes a close relation between transepithelial Na transport and the

hocellular regulation of e and K ciposition or with the notion that the epithelia:

cell can be adequately represented b ,a double mnbrne model" (124, p. 769).

- A

°-. - - - - -•
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These limitations and conflicts are primarily the conseqjence of

the incorrect basic concepts of the me-:rane-pu'p theory of the living cells.

The present model does not encounter any internal conflict between

a theory of the mechanism of selective K* accumulation and Na* exclusion in epithel-

ial cells (and algal cells) and the theory of transepithelial Na+ transport. In-

deed, the transepithelial Na transport model is built on the foundation of the

mechanism for "homocellular" K+ accumulation and Na+ exclusion.

9.2.6 Coupling of Na Transport with Sugar and Amino Acid Transport.

An outstanding event in the modern history of transepithelial solute

transport was the discovery of cotransport of Na* and sugar and the cotransport of

Na and amino acids across epithelial systems (12, 13, 14). However, the inter-

pretation thus far offered, the Na gradient concept, is based on the assumption

that cell water is free. Since this assumption is now disproven, the subsidiary

assumption that an electrochemical gradient of Na exists between the mucosal fluid

and the cytoplasm is also disproven. I shall now very briefly present a recasting

of these important findings in terms of the cyclic adsorption-desorption model of

transepithelial transport.

9.2.6.1 Surface Protein Adsorption Sites to Replace the "Membrane

Carriers".

In the conventional view, the mutual dependency of Na* and

sugar (or amino acid) in their rate of transepithelial transport is due to the man-

datory requirement of the formation of a ternary complex of Na+-carrier-sugar for

the permeation into the epithelial cells (15, 18). The carrier coupled either to

No or to sugar alone is not able to permeate into the cell or at least permeates

very much more slowly. The fact that the cell membrane barrier is now known not

to be due to phospholipid demands a reconstruction of this theoretical model.

As discussed earlier, polarized water offers strong

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _i
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resistance to permeation of sugar or Na *. To enter the cells, these solutes

must take the adsrrpoiut-des.-ticn rc-jte via surface protein sites. Under nor-

mal conditions these cell surface proteins offer few or no specific adsorption

sites for Na* or D-glucose. However, in the presence of both Na* and D-glucose,

the surface proteins undergo a cooperative transformation to assume a new con-

formation with a new c-value profile. In this new conformation, the surface pro-

tein offers both anionic sites of the proper c-value for Na+ adsorption and a

cotr.ination of sterically suitable backbone and side chain sites to adsorb D-glucc

specifically. The subsequent entry will follow typically the adsorption-

desorption route earlier described for simple ion entry. Since D-glucose and Na+

adsorption is cooperative, desorption of D-glucose or Na* will facilitate the de-

sorption of Na+ and D-glucose respectively, hence the enhanced simultaneous entry

of Na+ and D-glucose.

9.2.6.2 Studies of Isolated P0icrcvilli from Intestinal and Kidne,

Epithelia. o

In recent years techniques for the isolation of microvil:

from intestinal mucosa and from rat or rabbit epithelia have been developed and

steadily improved (125). Typically the rate of D-glucose (but not L-glucose) or

amino acid uptake is greatly accelerated if the external medium contains a high

concentration of Na and the microvilli contain a low concentration of Na+. Pre-

incubation of the microvilli with a medium containing a high Na+ concentration, ti

inclusion of phoridain in the incubation imdium or the substitution of K+ for Na+

in the external medium all slow down the initial uptake. However, if valinowycin

is added to a K-preloaded vesicle, the D-glucose uptake is again accelerated.

Similarly the addition of the uncoupler, CF-CCP in proton-loaded microvilli also

produces an acceleration of the initial D-glucose uptake rate. The conventional

interpretation was that D-glucose uptake was driven by the Na gradient, or in

the preaewe of valimycin, the K gradient or in the presence of CF-CCP, a protc

gradient.

' • • -4. -
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9.2...2.a T.e E 1L~ri-"". Le .el of v-.lucise.

The accelerated uptake described usually appears in the

form of an "overshoot". That is to say, that the sucrose quickly reaches a peak

in the microvilli and then declines until a much lower and steady level is reached.

It would seer. that the relative height of this level can give us some additional

insight into the mechanism w ich maintains or controls the level of D-qlucose,

and other solutes in living cells.

It is generally agreed that in the intestinal as well

as kidney tubule epithelium the postulated Na pump is located at the serosal surface

and that there is no outward Na pump on the mucosal microvilli surface. The deomon-

strated osmotic activity of the isolated microvilli shows that mast of the microvilli

are resealed at the broken end. Thus the isolated icrovilli present a unique system

that contains no outward Na pup that has been postulated universally for all living

cells. Following the logic of the conventional membrane-pump theory, one would

expect that the steady level of sugar reached in the microvilli must be equal to

that in the bathing solution.

In Table 2 I have calculated from the data in the

literature two sets of apparent equilibrium distribution coefficients or P values

for D-glucose, L-alanine and L-lactic acid. The apparent distribution coefficient

at the peak of the "overshoot" is expressed as Pmax" The apparent ecrIlibrium dis-

tribution coefficient for each of these solutes at the final equilibrium .level is

represented as P eq The data given here calculated on the assumption that the

external concentration of D-glucoe, etc., did not significantly differ from that

given as the initial concentration of the medium and that tne macrovilli contain 00% -

water. Table 2 shows that while P occasionally rose above unity, P q, without

exceptio-, is below unity and is as a rule more or less at the sam level as in

intact cells. These data contradict the marbran-puep theory but are in full

-- I- -4
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accord wt.t, the Al Hypothesis: Water in the cell cytoplas- in the microvilli,

as well as elsewhere, exists in the state of polarized multilayers and as such

has redjced solutility for all szlutes, including D-glucose, L-glucose, L-lactate,

and L-alarine.

9.2.E.2.t The ')vershczt.

I have already suggested that the synergistic adsorption

of Na* and D-glucose onto surface protein sites facilitates the entry of Na
" and

D-glucose into the microvilli. I now suggest that the "overshoot" represents a

transient adsorption of D-glucose onto some cytoplasmic proteins. In support of

this concept, are the following observations: (I) As shown in Table 2, the apparent

maximum P-value achieved at the peak of the overshoot often exceeds unity. In

terms of the Al Hypothesis, an above unity P-value as a rule is due to selective

adsorption or other form of complex formation in the cell. (ii) No overshoot is

discernible in liposomes incorporating proteins extracted from microvilli (126, 127).

In these cases, the vesicles are hollow rather than solid as in the isolated micro-

villi; the cytoplasmic proteins essential for the transient D-glucose, L-alanie

adsorption are of course not present. (III) The strong dependence of the over-

shoot on anions known for their strong adsorption on anionic sites (e.g., SCN" vs.

C1 (see 19, p. 172 for compiled data on the relative adsorption energy of the

anions on proteins in general) suggests that the adsorption of D-glucose involves

unsmasking of sites when Na and SCN join in dissociating salt linkages as in

Equations 8 and 9 in the direction from right to left. (iv) We have already men-

tioned that the cell surface barrier is not primarily lipid in nature and that

valinomycin and onectin could not function as ionophores (for detailed discussion,

see 25). Rather, they function as cardinal adsorbents, controlling the electronic

as well as steric conformation of certain np*cific proteins, affecting K adsorp-

tion. Simlarly, CF-CCP acts as a cardinal adsorbent to bring anionic sites to a

c-valut affecting H* binding (i.e., by increasing fka c-value).• i
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However, tbe question w'-.y the in:rase - adsorptin

dDoe: nt s-.stain itsel! ki declines is less a-e.a:!e to ex anat oi. e

corrtesInd to part of the cyclic c .ge Frvpzse!-. or is it only a transient

change of a deteriorating syst4.? All these and many other questions can only be

answered by future studies.

Ii .. . ' ' i
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Legends

Figure 1. Electron micrograp. of dry cut, unstained section of freeze-dried frog

sartorius muscle. A Er of muscle fixed and stained wi.th uranium-lead by

conventional procedure. B Er of Cs*-loaded muscle, without chemical

fixation or staining. C Tl*loaded muscle without chemical fixation or

staining. D Same as C after exposure of section to moist air, which

creates granular T1 deposits from its hitherto even distribution in the

A band. E Section of central portion of 8 after loading in distilled

water. F Normal "K4-loeded" muscle. (A Partial reproduction of D from

H. Huxley (143), ! to from L. Edelmam (56))

Figure 2. Effect of Ouabain (3.2 X 10-7 M) on the Equilibrium Distribution of K+

and Ne 4 Ion. Curves with open (no) and filled (K) circles were

equilibrium distribution data from muscles not treated with ouabain. The

point of intersection gives a K°a' of 100. In muscles treated with

ousbain (3.2 X 10 "7 N), K has shifted to 21.7.

Figure 3. Cyclic adsorption-desorption mdel of active transport of N (A, A)

across frog skin, intestinal epithelia and other bifacial systems.

nigure 4. The concentration of Rb+ in the protoplasm and in the sap of Nitella

internodal cells during 120 hours of Imersion in 0.005 M Rb+C1 (means

of five series). pH a 7.31 continuous Illumination contains 0.0001 M

OI 2 (exerint ft 10). (S.C. Brooks, 3. of Cell Camp. Phyiol. 14: -

383 (1939) - by permission)

Table 1 Collected data of the K* concentration (ci. K' activity (as.) andz~ I
iit

activity coefficient (s./cK) in varying spithelial cells measured with
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and renal epithelia. Fmax is the apparent distribution at the peak

of the overshoot and Peq reflects the final equilibriumn value.
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